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Cardiology
protein kinetic signatures of the remodeling heart following  
isoproterenol stimulation
Maggie P.Y. Lam, Ding Wang, Edward Lau, David A. Liem, Allen K. Kim, Dominic C.M. Ng, Xiangbo Liang,  
Brian J. Bleakley, Chenguang Liu, Jason D. Tabaraki, Martin Cadeiras, Yibin Wang, Mario C. Deng, and Peipei Ping    
http://jci.me/73787

         More, p. 7

A common genetic variant within SCN10A modulates cardiac SCN5A expression
Malou van den Boogaard, Scott Smemo, Ozanna Burnicka-Turek, David E. Arnolds, Harmen J.G. van de Werken, Petra Klous, David McKean,  
Jochen D. Muehlschlegel, Julia Moosmann, Okan Toka, Xinan H. Yang, Tamara T. Koopmann, Michiel E. Adriaens, Connie R. Bezzina, Wouter de Laat,  
Christine Seidman, J.G. Seidman, Vincent M. Christoffels, Marcelo A. Nobrega, Phil Barnett, and Ivan P. Moskowitz    http://jci.me/73140

With related Commentary by David S. park and Glenn i. Fishman
     More, p. 7

Cell biology
Assembly of the cochlear gap junction macromolecular complex  
requires connexin 26
Kazusaku Kamiya, Sabrina W. Yum, Nagomi Kurebayashi, Miho Muraki, Kana Ogawa, Keiko Karasawa, Asuka Miwa, 
Xueshui Guo, Satoru Gotoh, Yoshinobu Sugitani, Hitomi Yamanaka, Shioko Ito-Kawashima, Takashi Iizuka,  
Takashi Sakurai, Tetsuo Noda, Osamu Minowa, and Katsuhisa Ikeda    http://jci.me/67621

Disrupting hedgehog and WNT signaling interactions promotes cleft lip pathogenesis
Hiroshi Kurosaka, Angelo Iulianella, Trevor Williams, and Paul A. Trainor    http://jci.me/72688

     More, p. 6

Clinical medicine
Sympathetic activity–associated periodic repolarization dynamics predict mortality following 
myocardial infarction
Konstantinos D. Rizas, Tuomo Nieminen, Petra Barthel, Christine S. Zürn, Mika Kähönen, Jari Viik, Terho Lehtimäki, Kjell Nikus, Christian Eick, Tim O. Greiner,  
Hans P. Wendel, Peter Seizer, Jürgen Schreieck, Meinrad Gawaz, Georg Schmidt, and Axel Bauer    http://jci.me/70085

     More, p. 11

Transport properties of pancreatic cancer describe gemcitabine delivery  
and response
Eugene J. Koay, Mark J. Truty, Vittorio Cristini, Ryan M. Thomas, Rong Chen, Deyali Chatterjee, Ya’an Kang,  
Priya R. Bhosale, Eric P. Tamm, Christopher H. Crane, Milind Javle, Matthew H. Katz, Vijaya N. Gottumukkala,  
Marc A. Rozner, Haifa Shen, Jeffery E. Lee, Huamin Wang, Yuling Chen, William Plunkett, James L. Abbruzzese,  
Robert A. Wolff, Gauri R. Varadhachary, Mauro Ferrari, and Jason B. Fleming    http://jci.me/73455

Research articles in the 
current issue of the JCI

Mapping protein complex turnover 

3D view of gap junction plaque

Pathological response of tumors
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randomized trial of the anti-FGF23 antibody KrN23 in X-linked hypophosphatemia
Thomas O. Carpenter, Erik A. Imel, Mary D. Ruppe, Thomas J. Weber, Mark A. Klausner, Margaret M. Wooddell, Tetsuyoshi Kawakami,  
Takahiro Ito, Xiaoping Zhang, Jeffrey Humphrey, Karl L. Insogna, and Munro Peacock    http://jci.me/72829

     More, p. 11

Endocrinology
Bone-specific insulin resistance disrupts whole-body glucose homeostasis  
via decreased osteocalcin activation
Jianwen Wei, Mathieu Ferron, Christopher J. Clarke, Yusuf A. Hannun, Hongfeng Jiang, William S. Blaner, and Gerard Karsenty    http://jci.me/72323

With related Commentary by ryan C. riddle and Thomas l. Clemens
     More, p. 12

Hematology
HBS1L-MYB intergenic variants modulate fetal hemoglobin via long-range MYB enhancers
Ralph Stadhouders, Suleyman Aktuna, Supat Thongjuea, Ali Aghajanirefah, Farzin Pourfarzad, Wilfred van IJcken, Boris Lenhard, Helen Rooks, Steve Best,  
Stephan Menzel, Frank Grosveld, Swee Lay Thein, and Eric Soler    http://jci.me/71520

Immunology
pegylated iFN-α regulates hepatic gene expression through transient Jak/STAT activation
Michael T. Dill, Zuzanna Makowska, Gaia Trincucci, Andreas J. Gruber, Julia E. Vogt, Magdalena Filipowicz, Diego Calabrese, Ilona Krol, Daryl T. Lau,  
Luigi Terracciano, Erik van Nimwegen, Volker Roth, and Markus H. Heim    http://jci.me/70408

interactions between Siglec-7/9 receptors and ligands influence NK cell–
dependent tumor immunosurveillance
Camilla Jandus, Kayluz Frias Boligan, Obina Chijioke, He Liu, Meike Dahlhaus, Thomas Démoulins, Christoph Schneider, 
Marc Wehrli, Robert E. Hunger, Gabriela M. Baerlocher, Hans-Uwe Simon, Pedro Romero, Christian Münz,  
and Stephan von Gunten    http://jci.me/65899

     More, p. 8

iNKT cells require TSC1 for terminal maturation and effector lineage fate decisions
Jinhong Wu, Jialong Yang, Kai Yang, Hongxia Wang, Balachandra Gorentla, Jinwook Shin, Yurong Qiu, Loretta G. Que, W. Michael Foster, Zhenwei Xia,  
Hongbo Chi, and Xiao-Ping Zhong    http://jci.me/69780

An autoreactive antibody from an SlE/HiV-1 individual broadly neutralizes HiV-1
Mattia Bonsignori, Kevin Wiehe, Sebastian K. Grimm, Rebecca Lynch, Guang Yang, Daniel M. Kozink, Florence Perrin, Abby J. Cooper, Kwan-Ki Hwang, Xi Chen, Mengfei Liu, 
Krisha McKee, Robert J. Parks, Joshua Eudailey, Minyue Wang, Megan Clowse, Lisa G. Criscione-Schreiber, M. Anthony Moody, Margaret E. Ackerman, Scott D. Boyd, Feng Gao, 
Garnett Kelsoe, Laurent Verkoczy, Georgia D. Tomaras, Hua-Xin Liao, Thomas B. Kepler, David C. Montefiori, John R. Mascola, and Barton F. Haynes    http://jci.me/73441

     More, p. 8

Neutrophil AKT2 regulates heterotypic cell-cell interactions during vascular inflammation
Jing Li, Kyungho Kim, Eunsil Hahm, Robert Molokie, Nissim Hay, Victor R. Gordeuk, Xiaoping Du, and Jaehyung Cho    http://jci.me/72305

With related Commentary by Gregory M. Vercellotti and John D. Belcher
     More, p. 9

il-7 receptor blockade following T cell depletion promotes long-term allograft survival
Hoa-Le Mai, Françoise Boeffard, Julie Longis, Richard Danger, Bernard Martinet, Fabienne Haspot, Bernard Vanhove, Sophie Brouard, and Jean-Paul Soulillou    
http://jci.me/66287

Research articles in the current issue of the JCI
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Microbiology
Soluble TNFrp75 regulates host protective immunity  
against Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Roanne Keeton, Nasiema Allie, Ivy Dambuza, Brian Abel, Nai-Jen Hsu, Boipelo Sebesho, Philippa Randall,  
Patricia Burger, Elizabeth Fick, Valerie F.J. Quesniaux, Bernhard Ryffel, and Muazzam Jacobs    http://jci.me/45005

Collective nitric oxide production provides tissue-wide immunity during Leishmania infection
Romain Olekhnovitch, Bernhard Ryffel, Andreas J. Müller, and Philippe Bousso    http://jci.me/72058

     More, p. 12

Nephrology
podocyte-specific rAp1GAp expression contributes to focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis–associated glomerular injury
Uma Potla, Jie Ni, Justin Vadaparampil, Guozhe Yang, Jeremy S. Leventhal, Kirk N. Campbell, Peter Y. Chuang,  
Alexei Morozov, John C. He, Vivette D. D’Agati, Paul E. Klotman, and Lewis Kaufman    http://jci.me/67846

     More, p. 8

Endothelial mitochondrial oxidative stress determines podocyte depletion  
in segmental glomerulosclerosis
Ilse Daehn, Gabriella Casalena, Taoran Zhang, Shaolin Shi, Franz Fenninger, Nicholas Barasch, Liping Yu,  
Vivette D’Agati, Detlef Schlondorff, Wilhelm Kriz, Borje Haraldsson, and Erwin P. Bottinger    http://jci.me/71195

Neuroscience
Familial Alzheimer’s disease–associated presenilin-1 alters cerebellar activity and calcium homeostasis
Diego Sepulveda-Falla, Alvaro Barrera-Ocampo, Christian Hagel, Anne Korwitz, Maria Fernanda Vinueza-Veloz, Kuikui Zhou, Martijn Schonewille, Haibo Zhou, Luis 
Velazquez-Perez, Roberto Rodriguez-Labrada, Andres Villegas, Isidro Ferrer, Francisco Lopera, Thomas Langer, Chris I. De Zeeuw, and Markus Glatzel     
http://jci.me/66407

Dysregulation of ubiquitin homeostasis and β-catenin signaling promote spinal muscular atrophy
Thomas M. Wishart, Chantal A. Mutsaers, Markus Riessland, Michell M. Reimer, Gillian Hunter, Marie L. Hannam, Samantha L. Eaton, Heidi R. Fuller,  
Sarah L. Roche, Eilidh Somers, Robert Morse, Philip J. Young, Douglas J. Lamont, Matthias Hammerschmidt, Anagha Joshi, Peter Hohenstein, Glenn E. Morris,  
Simon H. Parson, Paul A. Skehel, Thomas Becker, Iain M. Robinson, Catherina G. Becker, Brunhilde Wirth, and Thomas H. Gillingwater    http://jci.me/71318

     More, p. 9

Dominant β-catenin mutations cause intellectual disability  
with recognizable syndromic features
Valter Tucci, Tjitske Kleefstra, Andrea Hardy, Ines Heise, Silvia Maggi, Marjolein H. Willemsen, Helen Hilton,  
Chris Esapa, Michelle Simon, Maria-Teresa Buenavista, Liam J. McGuffin, Lucie Vizor, Luca Dodero, Sotirios Tsaftaris,  
Rosario Romero, Willy N. Nillesen, Lisenka E.L.M. Vissers, Marlies Kempers, Anneke T. Vulto-van Silfhout, Zafar Iqbal,  
Marta Orlando, Alessandro Maccione, Glenda Lassi, Pasqualina Farisello, Andrea Constestabile, Federico Tinarelli,  
Thierry Nieus, Andrea Raimondi, Barbara Greco, Daniela Cantatore, Laura Gasparini, Luca Berdondini, Angelo Bifone, 
Alessandro Gozzi, Sara Wells, and Patrick M. Nolan    http://jci.me/70372

Oncology
CDK4 deficiency promotes genomic instability and enhances Myc-driven lymphomagenesis
Yuanzhi Lu, Yongsheng Wu, Xiaoling Feng, Rulong Shen, Jing H. Wang, Mohammad Fallahi, Weimin Li, Chunying Yang, William Hankey, Weiqiang Zhao,  
Ramesh K. Ganju, Ming O. Li, John L. Cleveland, and Xianghong Zou    http://jci.me/63139

Research articles in the current issue of the JCI
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SpArC promotes leukemic cell growth and predicts acute myeloid leukemia outcome
Houda Alachkar, Ramasamy Santhanam, Kati Maharry, Klaus H. Metzeler, Xiaomeng Huang, Jessica Kohlschmidt, Jason H. Mendler, Juliana M. Benito,  
Christopher Hickey, Paolo Neviani, Adrienne M. Dorrance, Mirela Anghelina, Jihane Khalife, Somayeh S. Tarighat, Stefano Volinia, Susan P. Whitman,  
Peter Paschka, Pia Hoellerbauer, Yue-Zhong Wu, Lina Han, Brad N. Bolon, William Blum, Krzysztof Mrózek, Andrew J. Carroll, Danilo Perrotti,  
Michael Andreeff, Michael A. Caligiuri, Marina Konopleva, Ramiro Gazon, Clara D. Bloomfield, and Guido Marcucci    http://jci.me/70921

Hematopoiesis and rAS-driven myeloid leukemia differentially  
require pi3K isoform p110α
Kira Gritsman, Haluk Yuzugullu, Thanh Von, Howard Yan, Linda Clayton, Christine Fritsch,  
Sauveur-Michel Maira, Gregory Hollingworth, Christine Choi, Tulasi Khandan, Mahnaz Paktinat,  
Rachel O. Okabe, Thomas M. Roberts, and Jean J. Zhao    http://jci.me/69927

SOX2 and p63 colocalize at genetic loci in squamous cell carcinomas
Hideo Watanabe, Qiuping Ma, Shouyong Peng, Guillaume Adelmant, Danielle Swain, Wenyu Song, Cameron Fox,  

Joshua M. Francis, Chandra Sekhar Pedamallu, David S. DeLuca, Angela N. Brooks, Su Wang, Jianwen Que, Anil K. Rustgi, Kwok-kin Wong, Keith L. Ligon,  
X. Shirley Liu, Jarrod A. Marto, Matthew Meyerson, and Adam J. Bass    http://jci.me/71545

DlC1-dependent parathyroid hormone–like hormone inhibition suppresses breast cancer bone metastasis
Yufeng Wang, Rong Lei, Xueqian Zhuang, Ning Zhang, Hong Pan, Gang Li, Jing Hu, Xiaoqi Pan, Qian Tao, Da Fu, Jianru Xiao, Y. Eugene Chin, Yibin Kang, Qifeng Yang, 
and Guohong Hu    http://jci.me/71812

     More, p. 11

il-6r/STAT3/mir-34a feedback loop promotes EMT-mediated colorectal cancer invasion  
and metastasis
Matjaz Rokavec, Meryem Gülfem Öner, Huihui Li, Rene Jackstadt, Longchang Jiang, Dmitri Lodygin, Markus Kaller, David Horst, Paul K. Ziegler,  
Sarah Schwitalla, Julia Slotta-Huspenina, Franz G. Bader, Florian R. Greten, and Heiko Hermeking    http://jci.me/73531

With related Commentary by Julienne l. Carstens, Sara lovisa, and raghu Kalluri
     More, p. 10

Oncogenic and sorafenib-sensitive ARAF mutations  
in lung adenocarcinoma
Marcin Imielinski, Heidi Greulich, Bethany Kaplan, Luiz Araujo, Joseph Amann,  
Leora Horn, Joan Schiller, Miguel A. Villalona-Calero, Matthew Meyerson,  
and David P. Carbone    http://jci.me/72763

Tumor endothelial marker 1–specific DNA vaccination   
targets tumor vasculature

John G. Facciponte, Stefano Ugel, Francesco De Sanctis, Chunsheng Li, Liping Wang, Gautham Nair, Sandy Sehgal,  
Arjun Raj, Efthymia Matthaiou, George Coukos, and Andrea Facciabene    http://jci.me/67382

     More, p. 10

Pulmonology
Fibrotic extracellular matrix activates a profibrotic positive feedback loop
Matthew W. Parker, Daniel Rossi, Mark Peterson, Karen Smith, Kristina Sikström, Eric S. White, John E. Connett,  
Craig A. Henke, Ola Larsson, and Peter B. Bitterman    http://jci.me/71386

Stem cells
Human muscle–derived stem/progenitor cells promote functional murine 
peripheral nerve regeneration
Mitra Lavasani, Seth D. Thompson, Jonathan B. Pollett, Arvydas Usas, Aiping Lu, Donna B. Stolz, Katherine A. Clark,  
Bin Sun, Bruno Péault, and Johnny Huard    http://jci.me/44071
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Cleft lip is a common orofacial birth defect 
that results from incomplete growth and 
fusion of facial processes. While several 
genes and environmental factors have been 
linked to cleft lip, the underlying molecular 
mechanisms of pathogenesis remain unclear. 
In this month’s issue, Hiroshi Kurosaka and 
colleagues uncover a critical link between 
WNT signaling and the sonic hedgehog 
(SHH) pathway in the development of cleft 
lip. Previous studies established that ablation 
of SHH signaling results in palate fusion 
defects in mice. Kurosaka and colleagues 
found that compound mutations in hedgehog 
acyltransferase and patched1 in mice 
elevated SHH signaling and disrupted the 
SHH gradient, leading to cleft lip during 
embryonic development. Further, enhanced 
SHH signaling in these mice promoted 
the expression of genes that inhibit WNT 
signaling, thereby restricting signaling 
through the canonical WNT pathway. 
In addition, dysregulated SHH reduced 
expression of the gene encoding p63 and 
its downstream target interferon regulatory 
factor (IRF6), which are both strongly 
associated with cleft lip and palate, and 
also resulted in elevated cell proliferation, 
decreased apoptosis, and a failure of the 
epithelial seam in the lambdoidal region to 
break down during lip fusion. Collectively, 
these studies indicate that altered SHH 
signaling promotes the formation of cleft 
lip by antagonizing the canonical WNT and 
p63/IRF6 pathways. The accompanying 
image shows ZO1 labeling of tight junctions 
(white) and phospho-histone H3 (cyan) and 
DAPI staining (blue) of neuroepithelium.

An improved understanding of the etiology of cleft lip

Editor’s picks
research

Disrupting hedgehog and WNT signaling interactions  
promotes cleft lip pathogenesis
Hiroshi Kurosaka, Angelo Iulianella, Trevor Williams,  
and Paul A. Trainor    http://jci.me/72688
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Intragenic enhancers  
mediate cardiac conduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAs) have determined a surprising link 
between dysfunctional cardiac conduction and variants within SCN10A, which 
encodes nociceptor-associated sodium-gated ion channel subunit Nav1.8. 
Follow-up functional studies on Nav1.8 uncovered only a minor contribution 
to cardiac physiology; therefore, it was unclear how SCN10A mutations 
promote conduction disease. Vincent Christoffels, Marcelo Nobrega, Phil 
Barnett, Ivan Moskowitz, and colleagues now show that a transcriptional 
enhancer within SCN10A is required for cardiac expression of SCN5A, which 
encodes the sodium-gated ion channel subunit Nav1.5 that is critical for 
cardiac conduction. In humans, a variant in the enhancer within SCN10A was 
associated with slowed conduction, Brugada syndrome, and reduced SCN5A 
transcription. In the accompanying Commentary, David Park and Glenn 
Fishman discuss how this study highlights the importance of functional 
studies to distinguish between coding and noncoding functions of genomic 
regions identified by GWAS. The accompanying image shows SCN5A 
expression in the presence of WT (right) and mutated (left) SCN10A enhancers.

A common genetic variant within SCN10A modulates cardiac SCN5A expression 
Malou van den Boogaard, Scott Smemo, Ozanna Burnicka-Turek, David E. Arnolds, Harmen J.G. van de Werken, Petra Klous, David McKean, Jochen D. Muehlschlegel, 
Julia Moosmann, Okan Toka, Xinan H. Yang, Tamara T. Koopmann, Michiel E. Adriaens, Connie R. Bezzina, Wouter de Laat, Christine Seidman, J.G. Seidman,  
Vincent M. Christoffels, Marcelo A. Nobrega, Phil Barnett, and Ivan P. Moskowitz   http://jci.me/73140

 
Research | Editor’s picks

Evaluating disease-associated protein turnover kinetics
Dysfunctional protein turnover has been linked to human disorders 
including cardiac diseases; however, methods to evaluate the temporal 
dynamics of multiple proteins in vivo are lacking. Maggie Lam, Ding Wang, 
Edward Lau, David Liem, and colleagues developed a workflow that 
integrates deuterium oxide labeling, mass spectrometry, and computa-
tional methods to examine in vivo protein turnover kinetics. Applying their 
system to a mouse model of isoproterenol-induced cardiac hypertrophy 
and remodeling, they were able to trace the individual half-life of 

approximately 3,000 proteins during disease development. The results 
revealed previously unknown alterations in the temporal regulation of 
proteins involved in calcium signaling, metabolism, proteostasis, and 
mitochondrial dynamics. Lam et al. were also able to translate their 
workflow to humans and quantified the half-life of approximately  
500 plasma proteins in healthy adults. The workflow requires as little as 
one biopsy sample, suggesting it can be applied to evaluate protein 
turnover changes in a range of human diseases.

Cardiology

protein kinetic signatures of the remodeling heart following isoproterenol stimulation 
Maggie P.Y. Lam, Ding Wang, Edward Lau, David A. Liem, Allen K. Kim, Dominic C.M. Ng, Xiangbo Liang, Brian J. Bleakley, Chenguang Liu, Jason D. Tabaraki, 
Martin Cadeiras, Yibin Wang, Mario C. Deng, and Peipei Ping   http://jci.me/73787

  related Commentary
Nav-igating through a complex landscape: SCN10A and cardiac conduction
David S. Park and Glenn I. Fishman    http://jci.me/75240
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Research | Editor’s picks

Altered glycosylation patterns protect tumors from NK cells
Malignant cells often exhibit modified surface glycosylation patterns, potentially altering recognition by immune cells. NK cells, which are sentinels of cancer immuno-
surveillance, express multiple receptors that allow for discrimination between healthy and malignant cells. Camilla Jandus, Kayluz Frias Boligan, and colleagues 
determined that ligands of the inhibitory sialic acid–binding lectins Siglec-7 and Siglec-9 are expressed on the surface of multiple tumor cell types, and that expression of 

these ligands protects tumor cells from NK cell responses. Evaluation of NK cells in healthy donors 
revealed the presence of a Siglec-9–expressing cytotoxic NK cell population with enhanced chemotactic 
potential. Interestingly, the Siglec-9–expressing NK cell population was reduced in peripheral blood from 
patients with colon adenocarcinoma and malignant melanoma. These data suggest that targeting 
Siglec-7 and Siglec-9 ligands may enhance NK cell–based cancer therapies. The accompanying image 
shows Siglec-7 ligands (red) in a malignant melanoma (green).

interactions between Siglec-7/9 receptors and ligands influence NK  
cell–dependent tumor immunosurveillance
Camilla Jandus, Kayluz Frias Boligan, Obinna Chijioke, He Liu, Meike Dahlhaus,  
Thomas Démoulins, Christoph Schneider, Marc Wehrli, Robert E. Hunger,  
Gabriela M. Baerlocher, Hans-Uwe Simon, Pedro Romero, Christian Münz,  
and Stephan von Gunten    http://jci.me/65899

Autoimmunity allows 
broadly neutralizing antibody 
production
Broadly neutralizing antibodies (BnAbs) recognize conserved epitopes, 
representing a promising strategy for targeting rapidly mutating viruses. 
BnAbs display a unique set of characteristics that suggest their develop-
ment may be limited by immune tolerance. Interestingly, HIV-1 infection 
frequency is disproportionately low among patients with the autoimmune 
disease SLE. Mattia Bonsignori and colleagues identified an HIV-1–infected 
individual that developed SLE. The patient exhibited low viral load in the 
absence of HIV-1–controlling HLA types, and serum from this patient had 

broad HIV-1–neutralizing capacity. Bonsignori and colleagues isolated  
B cells from the patient that produced a BnAb that targeted both the HIV-1 
envelope and human antigens, such as dsDNA, supporting the hypothesis 
that lax immune control allows for maturation and production of BnAbs.

An autoreactive antibody from an SlE/HiV-1 individual 
broadly neutralizes HiV-1
Mattia Bonsignori, Kevin Wiehe, Sebastian K. Grimm, Rebecca Lynch,  
Guang Yang, Daniel M. Kozink, Florence Perrin, Abby J. Cooper, Kwan-Ki Hwang,  
Xi Chen, Mengfei Liu, Krisha McKee, Robert J. Parks, Joshua Eudailey,  
Minyue Wang, Megan Clowse, Lisa G. Criscione-Schreiber, M. Anthony Moody, 
Margaret E. Ackerman, Scott D. Boyd, Feng Gao, Garnett Kelsoe, Laurent Verkoczy, 
Georgia D. Tomaras, Hua-Xin Liao, Thomas B. Kepler, David C. Montefiori,  
John R. Mascola, and Barton F. Haynes    http://jci.me/73441

RAP1 inhibition 
mediates injury-
induced podocyte 
dysfunction
Podocyte effacement after kidney injury is a unifying 
event that underlies development of proteinuric kidney 
disease. Effacement does not always progress to 
irreversible glomerulosclerosis; however, the factors 
that tip the balance between progressive podocyte 

dysfunction and recovery are not understood. Uma 
Potla and colleagues performed a mutagenic screen of 
injury-resistant murine podocytes and determined 
that increased expression of the RAP1 activator 
inhibitor Rap1gap rendered podocytes sensitive to 
injury. Examination of injured podocytes in murine 
kidney disease models and kidney biopsies from 
glomerulosclerosis patients revealed that podocyte 
injury was associated with enhanced RAP1GAP and 
subsequent RAP1 inhibition. In mice, podocyte-specific 
inactivation of RAP1 signaling induced kidney disease 
and premature death. Increased RAP1GAP in human 
biopsy samples correlated with a reduction of activated 

b1 integrin, and preventing RAP1GAP elevation in 
cultured podocytes after injury maintained b1 integrin 
activation and prevented detachment.

podocyte-specific rAp1GAp expression 
contributes to focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis–associated 
glomerular injury
Uma Potla, Jie Ni, Justin Vadaparampil, Guozhe Yang, 
Jeremy S. Leventhal, Kirk N. Campbell, Peter Y. Chuang, 
Alexei Morozov, John C. He, Vivette D. D’Agati,  
Paul E. Klotman, and Lewis Kaufman     
http://jci.me/67846
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AKT2 mediates pathogenic interactions between platelets and 
neutrophils

Research | Editor’s picks

thromboinflammatory diseases promote pathological 
interactions between blood cells, resulting in vaso-occlusion 
during atherothrombosis, inflammation, and ischemia. 
Activated platelets, leukocytes, and endothelial cells all 
contribute to the development of vaso-occlusion; however, it 
is unknown how interactions between these cell types are 
regulated. Isoforms of the serine/threonine kinase AKT are 
known to differentially activate platelets, neutrophils, and 
endothelial cells. Jing Li and colleagues determined that 
AKT2 was required for heterotypic aggregation of activated 
platelets, neutrophils, and endothelial cells during TNF-α–induced vascular inflammation (see the accompanying image). In neutrophils, AKT2 
phosphorylation resulted in activation and membrane translocation of αMb2 integrin, promoting cell-cell attachment. Neutrophils and platelets from 
patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) had increased levels of AKT phosphorylation, and specific inhibition of AKT2 diminished aggregation of these 
patients’ cells. In SCD mice, targeting AKT2 reduced platelet-neutrophil aggregation and improved blood flow rates. In a companion Commentary, 
Gregory Vercellotti and John Belcher discuss the complicated etiology of SCD-associated vaso-occlusion.

Neutrophil AKT2 regulates heterotypic cell-cell interactions during vascular inflammation
Jing Li, Kyungho Kim, Eunsil Hahm, Robert Molokie, Nissim Hay, Victor R. Gordeuk, Xiaoping Du, and Jaehyung Cho    http://jci.me/72305

  related Commentary
Not simply misshapen red cells: multimolecular and cellular events in sickle vaso-occlusion
Gregory M. Vercellotti and John D. Belcher    http://jci.me/75238

neurological symptoms of the recessive disease spinal muscular atrophy 
(sMA) emerge in the early postnatal period and are associated with low levels 
of survival motor neuron (SMN) protein, though it is unclear how reduced SMN 
promotes SMA pathogenesis. Using mouse, zebrafish, and Drosophila models 
of SMA, Thomas Gillingwater and colleagues determined that SMA-associated 
neurological dysfunction corresponds with widespread disruption of ubiquitin 
homeostasis via reduction of ubiquitin-like modifier activating enzyme 1 
(UBA1) in the absence of SMN. Both genetic and pharmacologic disruption of 
UBA1 resulted in SMA-associated phenotypes and an inappropriate accumula-
tion of b-catenin. In fish and fly models of SMA, inhibition of b-catenin 
ameliorated SMA-associated neuromuscular and peripheral dysfunction; 
however, in SMA mice, b-catenin inhibition only relieved neuromuscular 
defects and had no effect on systemic peripheral symptoms.

Dysregulation of ubiquitin homeostasis and β-catenin 
signaling promote spinal muscular atrophy
Thomas M. Wishart, Chantal A. Mutsaers, Markus Riessland, Michell M. Reimer, 
Gillian Hunter, Marie L. Hannam, Samantha L. Eaton, Heidi R. Fuller,  
Sarah L. Roche, Eilidh Somers, Robert Morse, Philip J. Young, Douglas J. Lamont, 
Matthias Hammerschmidt, Anagha Joshi, Peter Hohenstein, Glenn E. Morris,  
Simon H. Parson, Paul A. Skehel, Thomas Becker, Iain M. Robinson,  
Catherina G. Becker, Brunhilde Wirth, and Thomas H. Gillingwater     
http://jci.me/71318
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Ubiquitin and b-catenin pathway alterations in spinal muscular 
atrophy
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Inflammation-driven feedback loop promotes colorectal cancer EMT 
and metastasis
Cancer cells that undergo epithelial-mesenchymal transition (eMt) have increased capacity to invade into surrounding tissue and migrate to distant sites. The 
tumor-specific factors that drive EMT are not completely understood; however, evidence implicates inflammation in this process. A team led by Heiko Hermeking 
determined that exposure of human colorectal cancer cells to the proinflammatory cytokine IL-6 activates the oncogenic transcription factor STAT3, which represses 
the gene encoding microRNA-34a (miR-34a) and promotes mesenchymal phenotypes. The IL-6 receptor (IL-6R) was identified as a direct target of miR-34a, 

defining an IL-6R/STAT3/miR-34a feedback loop that promotes EMT, invasion, and metastasis. Activation of 
p53, which induces miR-34a, decreased IL-6–dependent invasion and migration via reduced IL-6R expres-
sion, while loss of miR-34a in a murine model of colitis-associated cancer resulted in enhanced invasiveness 
(see the accompanying image). In an accompanying Commentary, Raghu Kalluri and colleagues discuss the 
role of tumor microenvironment in driving EMT and metastasis.

il-6r/STAT3/mir-34a feedback loop promotes EMT-mediated colorectal cancer 
invasion and metastasis
Matjaz Rokavec, Meryem Gülfem Öner, Huihui Li, Rene Jackstadt, Longchang Jiang, Dmitri Lodygin,  
Markus Kaller, David Horst, Paul K. Ziegler, Sarah Schwitalla, Julia Slotta-Huspenina, Franz G. Bader,  
Florian R. Greten, and Heiko Hermeking    http://jci.me/73531

  related Commentary
Microenvironment-dependent cues trigger mirNA-regulated feedback loop to facilitate the EMT/MET switch
Julienne L. Carstens, Sara Lovisa, and Raghu Kalluri    http://jci.me/75239

DNA vaccine targets tumor vasculature

oncology

uncontrolled angiogenesis is a hallmark of invasive 
tumors, and strategies aimed at limiting tumor 
vascularization are promising for cancer treatment. 
Tumor endothelial marker 1 (TEM1) is enhanced on 
tumor vascular and stroma, but not in healthy tissues, 
making it an attractive therapeutic target. John 
Facciponte, Stefano Ugel, and colleagues developed a 
DNA vaccine composed of Tem1 fused to the C fragment 
of tetanus toxoid (Tem1-TT) and evaluated this vaccine 
in multiple murine tumor models. Mice immunized with 
Tem1-TT exhibited reduced tumor vascularity compared 
with control animals (see accompanying image, right 
panel) as well as delayed or dramatically reduced tumor 
formation. Administration of Tem1-TT to mice with established tumors 
reduced vascularity and limited tumor progression. Furthermore, Tem1-TT 
specifically targeted tumor vasculature and did not affect angiogenesis-
dependent physiological processes. These data indicate that targeting TEM1 
may be an effective and safe strategy for cancer immunotherapy.

Tumor endothelial marker 1–specific DNA vaccination 
targets tumor vasculature
John G. Facciponte, Stefano Ugel, Francesco De Sanctis, Chunsheng Li,  
Liping Wang, Gautham Nair, Sandy Sehgal, Arjun Raj, Efthymia Matthaiou, 
George Coukos, and Andrea Facciabene    http://jci.me/67382
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DLC1 suppresses 
breast cancer 
metastasis to bone
one of the more serious and frequent complica-
tions of advanced breast cancer is bone 
metastasis, which is exacerbated by TGF-b 
signaling; however, it is not clear how TGF-b 
production is regulated prior to and during 
metastasis. Using murine models of invasive breast 
cancer, Yufeng Wang and colleagues determined 
that cancer cells lacking the putative tumor 
suppressor deleted in liver cancer 1 (DLC1) have a 
greater propensity for infiltrating bone, whereas 
overexpression of DLC1 inhibited bone colonization. 
DLC1 knockdown increased TGF-b signaling, 
resulting in elevated levels of parathyroid 
hormone–like hormone (PTHLH) and increased 
metastasis, while pharmacological inhibition of 
PTHLH production prevented the spread to bone 
(see the accompanying image). Furthermore, 
evaluation of clinical breast tumor samples revealed 
a correlation among reduced DLC1, elevated PTHLH, 
and bone metastasis.

DlC1-dependent parathyroid 
hormone–like hormone inhibition 
suppresses breast cancer bone 
metastasis
Yufeng Wang, Rong Lei, Xueqian Zhuang,  
Ning Zhang, Hong Pan, Gang Li, Jing Hu,  
Xiaoqi Pan, Qian Tao, Da Fu, Jianru Xiao,  
Y. Eugene Chin, Yibin Kang, Qifeng Yang,  
and Guohong Hu    http://jci.me/71812

X-linked hypophosphatemia (Xlh), 
resulting from mutations in phosphate-
regulating endopeptidase (PHEX), is a 
heritable form of rickets (osteomalacia) that 
cannot be ameliorated by vitamin D 
ingestion. XLH patients have increased serum 
levels of FGF23, which decreases both 
inorganic phosphorus (Pi) and activated 
vitamin D. Thomas Carpenter and colleagues 
evaluated the effectiveness and safety of an 
anti-FGF23 antibody (KRN23) in a small 
cohort of XLH patients. A single dose of 
KRN23 administered i.v. or s.c. improved 
renal phosphate reabsorption and increased 
serum Pi and activated vitamin D concentra-
tions, and s.c. administration provided 

benefit for a longer duration than i.v. dosing. 
These findings, and the favorable safety 
profile following KRN23 treatment, indicate 
that KRN23 should be further evaluated for 
use in XLH patients.

randomized trial of the anti-
FGF23 antibody KrN23 in X-linked 
hypophosphatemia
Thomas O. Carpenter, Erik A. Imel,  
Mary D. Ruppe, Thomas J. Weber,  
Mark A. Klausner, Margaret M. Wooddell, 
Tetsuyoshi Kawakami, Takahiro Ito,  
Xiaoping Zhang, Jeffrey Humphrey,  
Karl L. Insogna, and Munro Peacock     
http://jci.me/72829

oncology
clinical medicine

Clinical trial assesses anti-FGF23 for 
treating X-linked hypophosphatemia

Periodic repolarization dynamics predict 
mortality after heart attack
Following a heart attack, patients are at increased risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD). 
Implantation of a cardioverter-defibrillator can greatly reduce mortality; however, these devices 
are not without their own risk, and there is no accurate metric for identifying patients 
vulnerable to SCD. Dysfunctional sympathetic nervous system activity can enhance cardiac 
repolarization instability, increasing the risk of death. Konstantinos Rizas and colleagues 
developed a technique for evaluating the sympathetic effect on repolarization based on their 
identification of periodic components in the low-frequency spectral range of ECGs, termed 
periodic repolarization dynamics (PRD). In healthy volunteers, activation of the sympathetic 
nervous system promoted an increase in PRD, and pharmacological inhibition of sympathetic 
activity reduced PRD in patients. Furthermore, evaluation of PRD in patients that had suffered 
acute heart attack and those undergoing clinically indicated exercise testing revealed that 
increased PRD was strongly predictive of late mortality.

Sympathetic activity–associated periodic repolarization dynamics predict 
mortality following myocardial infarction
Konstantinos D. Rizas, Tuomo Nieminen, Petra Barthel, Christine S. Zürn, Mika Kähönen,  
Jari Viik, Terho Lehtimäki, Kjell Nikus, Christian Eick, Tim O. Greiner, Hans P. Wendel, Peter Seizer, 
Jürgen Schreieck, Meinrad Gawaz, Georg Schmidt, and Axel Bauer    http://jci.me/70085
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Insulin signaling in osteoblasts mediates the 
activation of osteocalcin, which promotes insulin 
secretion in the pancreas and insulin sensitivity 
in other tissues. It is unknown whether insulin 
resistance develops in bone in response to a 
high-fat diet (HFD) and contributes to the 
disruption of glucose metabolism associated 
with the development of type 2 diabetes. In this 
month’s issue, Jianwen Wei and colleagues 
determined that insulin resistance does develop 

in osteoblasts of mice fed a HFD and that this 
insulin resistance in bone cells contributes to the 
development of whole-body glucose intolerance 
through decreased circulation of active 
osteocalcin. Osteoblast-specific insulin 
resistance resulted in part from increased 
ubiquitination and degradation of the insulin 
receptor in response to saturated fatty acids. In 
the accompanying Commentary, Ryan Riddle 
and Thomas Clemens indicate that understand-

ing the interplay between the skeletal system 
and whole-body metabolism will be beneficial 
for a wide range of metabolic diseases.

Bone-specific insulin resistance 
disrupts whole-body glucose 
homeostasis via decreased 
osteocalcin activation
Jianwen Wei, Mathieu Ferron, Christopher J. Clarke,  
Yusuf A. Hannun, Hongfeng Jiang, William S. Blaner,  
and Gerard Karsenty    http://jci.me/72323

Collective nitric oxide production defends against intracellular 
pathogens
one of the first lines of defense against invading pathogens is host cell-dependent production and secretion of nitric oxide (NO), which is critical for limiting intracellular 
organisms. In this month’s issue, Romain Olekhnovitch and 
colleagues evaluated NO-dependent control of the 
intracellular parasite Leishmania major in a murine ear 
infection model. They determined that, at the site of 
infection, the diffusion of NO allowed phagocytes lacking NO 
production to control parasite burden very efficiently. In fact, 
collective NO production by numerous phagocytes was 
essential to control the infection independently of 
cell-intrinsic NO production. This study highlights the role of 
collective NO production in tissue-wide defense against intra-
cellular pathogens. The accompanying image shows WT 
(green) and iNOS-deficient (unlabeled) cells infected with L. major (red) 20 and 28 hours after infection.

Collective nitric oxide production provides tissue-wide immunity during Leishmania infection
Romain Olekhnovitch, Bernhard Ryffel, Andreas J. Müller, and Philippe Bousso    http://jci.me/72058

microbiology

endocrinology

Insulin resistance in bone disrupts glucose homeostasis

  related Commentary
insulin, osteoblasts, and energy metabolism: why bone counts calories
Ryan C. Riddle and Thomas L. Clemens    http://jci.me/75554
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Obstructive sleep 
apnea and associated 
sympathetic dysfunction
Dysfunctional regulation of sympathetic nerve activity 
(snA) is associated with hypertension and cardiac disease. 
In 1995, Frank Abboud and colleagues evaluated 10 patients 
with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and determined that 
these patients exhibit enhanced SNA when awake, which 
promotes increased blood pressure and enhanced SNA 
during sleep. Application of continuous positive airway 
pressure (CPAP) to these patients not only prevented OSA, 
but also beneficially reduced SNA and blood pressure. In this 
issue, Abboud and Ravinder Kumar discuss the integrative 
neurobiology responsible for cardiovascular control and the 
factors that promote inappropriate and excessive SNA.

Obstructive sleep apnea and insight into  
mechanisms of sympathetic overactivity
François Abboud and Ravinder Kumar      
http://jci.me/70420

hindsight conversations with giants in medicine

Bonnie Bassler
Bacterial populations coordinate 
multiple processes, including 
virulence, bioluminescence, and 
biofilm formation, through the 
secretion and detection of chemical 
signals. The identification and 
characterization of this process, 
known as quorum sensing, revolution-
ized the field of microbiology. Bonnie 
Bassler of Princeton University and the 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
provided many of the key insights that 
have illuminated bacterial social 
networks. Bassler recently sat down 
with JCI Editor at Large Ushma Neill to 
discuss her path into research, her love 
of communication, and her current 
work to develop antibiotics that 
prevent quorum sensing.

http://jci.me/75027

reviews

New treatments for age-
related macular degeneration

Regulatory T cells and 
transplantation tolerance

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a major cause of visual 
impairment in individuals over age 50, leading to a gradual loss of 
central vision and, in some cases, irreversible blindness. AMD is 
generally classified as nonexudative AMD, caused by debris between the 
retina and the choroid, or exudative AMD, due to aberrant blood vessels 
that grow from the choroid. Anti-VEGF therapy has significantly 
improved treatment for exudative AMD; however, additional strategies 
targeting the nonexudative form as well as late-stage AMD are still 
needed. In this issue, Frank Holz and colleagues review additional 
pathogenic pathways that may be targeted and discuss the latest 
clinical trials of new treatment modalities for AMD.

recent developments in the treatment of age-related 
macular degeneration
Frank G. Holz, Steffen Schmitz-Valckenberg, and Monika Fleckenstein    
http://jci.me/71029

A major barrier in transplantation is rejection of donor tissue by the 
recipient’s immune system. While immunosuppressive regimens are 
used to dampen immune response to transplants, the development of 
strategies that induce partial or complete tolerance to the graft would 
ideally minimize detrimental side effects associated with these drugs. 
Herman Waldmann and colleagues review evidence from preclinical 
models that FOXP3+ Tregs play a critical role in the development of 
tolerance to transplanted tissue. They explore the role of specific 
lineages of Tregs, including those that develop in both the periphery and 
the thymus, and their contribution to tolerance. Further, they suggest 
how understanding the role of FOXP3+ Tregs in mice may provide insight 
into therapeutic applications to induce tolerance in patients.

Harnessing FOXp3 regulatory T cells for 
transplantation tolerance
Herman Waldmann, Robert Hilbrands, Duncan Howie,  
and Stephen Cobbold    http://jci.me/67226
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